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SUGGESTED  SUPPLEMENTS

These optional supplemental readings for science-oriented students do not 
replace the main course listed. They give your student additional science 
material to learn if your student is interested. 

Supplement 1: Universe by Design by Danny Faulkner (ISBN 978-
0890514153) and Reasonable Faith: The Scientific Case for Christianity by Dr. Jay 
L. Wile (ISBN 978-0965629409)

Supplement 2: Body by Design by Alan Gillen (ISBN 978-0890512968) and 
Science and Human Origins by Anne Gauger, Douglas Axe, and Casey Luskin 
(ISBN 978-1936599042)

Supplement 3: The New Creationism by Paul Garner and Andrew Snelling 
(ISBN 978-0852346921) and Signature in the Cell by Stephen Meyer (ISBN 978-
0061472794)

RECOMMENDED SCIENCE COURSE 
SEQUENCING 

Knowing which science courses to offer your secondary-level student  
and when to offer them can seem difficult. In reality, course sequenc-
ing for junior high and high school isn’t that hard when you know one 
important fact: your student’s mathematics level is the key factor 
for success or failure in the high school sciences. If you make sure 
that your child is well prepared mathematically for the science course 
he or she will take, you will have gone a long way toward assuring your 
student’s academic success. When the student begins Algebra I, that’s 
when Biology begins. Even if your student is not science-oriented, he 
or she will benefit from exposure to Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. 
You never know when a lifelong interest may be sparked!

Recommendations by 
student grade level:

NOT SCIENCE 
ORIENTED

SCIENCE 
ORIENTED

MATH 
PREREQUISITE

K-6

7th Grade Science in the Atomic Age Science in the Atomic Age None

8th Grade Discovering Design with Earth Science Discovering Design with Earth Science 7th Grade Math

Freshman Discovering Design with Biology* Discovering Design with Biology 
(Supplement1) None

Sophomore Discovering Design with Chemistry* Discovering Design with Chemistry
(Supplement 2) Algebra I

Junior Discovering Design with Physics* Discovering Design with Physics
(Supplement 3)

Algebra I, Geometry, 
basic Trigonometry functions

Senior

Supplements

* These courses can be spread over 4 years for 
the student who is not science-oriented.

Advanced Biology 
or Advanced Chemistry 

or Advanced Physics 
or Marine Biology

None
Algebra II

Trigonometry
None

Dr. Wile’s elementary series available from us
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4. What’s the point of advanced courses, and which should science-
oriented students take?

Advanced courses, when combined with the first-year course, cover ev-
erything a student would see in a university-level course on the subject. 
For example, if students take Discovering Design with Chemistry and then 
Advanced Chemistry in Creation, they have covered an entire universi-
ty-level general chemistry course. If they are confident about what they 
learned, they can take the AP or CLEP chemistry tests. If they score well 
enough, they can “test out” of university-level general chemistry. More 
importantly, taking both courses will show them what is expected of 
them in a university-level chemistry course. Students should take the 
advanced course that interests them most. This will help them decide 
whether to study that subject in detail at the university level.

5. What if students are taking algebra 1 earlier or later than their 
freshman year?

We strongly recommend students take biology while they take algebra 
1. If students are delayed in math, they are probably delayed in science 
as well, so starting biology any earlier is unlikely to work well. If students 
are ahead in math, they benefit from having more years to take advanced 
courses later. Anything they might “miss” by skipping 7th or 8th grade 
science will not be nearly as valuable as what they will get in those ad-
vanced courses.

Got more questions? 
Find more information on our website at bereanbuilders.com  

or get support at info@bereanbuilders.com and (877)794-3005.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON 
COURSE SEQUENCING

1. Why is the order biology, chemistry, and then physics? Since phys-
ics is the most fundamental science, shouldn’t it be first?

Ideally, physics would be first. However, this isn’t practical because of the 
math involved. High school physics requires a basic knowledge of trig-
onometry, which is generally covered in geometry. Chemistry requires 
a mastery of algebra 1, which is usually taken during the freshman year. 
Biology requires only basic arithmetic, which high school students should 
know. Thus, students take biology during their freshman year because 
they have all the math they need. They take chemistry sophomore year 
because they completed algebra 1 while completing biology. They take 
physics junior year because they learned basic trigonometry while taking 
chemistry.

This brings up an important point. There are some math programs that 
do not cover basic trigonometry in their geometry course. If your student 
hasn’t covered basic trigonometry yet, have them take advanced biology, 
advanced chemistry, or marine biology junior year and wait before taking 
physics. 

2. What “basic trigonometric functions” are needed for students to 
take physics?

Students need to know how the trigonometric functions sine, cosine, and 
tangent are defined on a right triangle. Given just two pieces of infor-
mation about the right triangle (such as the cosine of an angle and the 
length of a triangle’s leg), they should be able to determine everything 
else about the triangle.

3. Do all students need to take biology, chemistry, and physics?

That would be ideal, but it may not be possible for every student. At 
minimum, a college-bound student needs to have three high school 
science courses with at least one course from the life sciences and at least 
one from the physical sciences. For a student who struggles with science, 
you can cover physical science (considered a high school science in public 
schools), biology, and chemistry. If you need to spread those courses over 
more than three years, that’s fine.



4 REASONS TO TEACH SCIENCE 
THROUGH A HISTORICAL APPROACH 

Many elementary science series have been designed specifically 
for homeschoolers. Most are built around a topical approach to 
science. Students spend a unit, a series of units, or perhaps a full 
course studying one area of science (i.e., weather), and then they 
move on to a different area. This is a reasonable approach, but this 
series offers a completely different one.

We give a roughly chronological view of science. Science in the 
Beginning is the most topical of the books in the series, because it 
spends about six weeks on each creation day in the Genesis ac-
count. By the end of that course, students cover a little bit of every-
thing that was created, though they don’t spend very much time 
on a single topic.

Once students get to Science in the Ancient World and the remaining 
books, they learn science in the order it was discovered. As a result, 
the topics change frequently. For example, in the first 15 lessons 
of Science in the Ancient World, students learn about measuring tall 
things, fire, music, atoms, and medicine. The topics are unified by 
the people who studied them and the way science was developing 
at the time. 

There are four very good reasons for teaching science this way, 
especially during the elementary years. 

1 Students learn the enormous debt science owes to Christi-
anity. Many unsuspecting students are taught that Christianity 

has opposed science throughout history. In fact, if it weren’t for 
Christianity, we wouldn’t have the science we have today. When a 
student sees how science developed, this becomes obvious.

2 Students get a more realistic view of how science works. 
They learn that the vast majority of scientific ideas have been 

wrong. However, those wrong ideas were still useful. As scientists 
strove to investigate them, they refined ideas or explored better 

ones that were closer to the truth. Students learn that even those 
“better” ideas are often later demonstrated to be wrong! Science 
is mostly about making mistakes and then learning from those 
mistakes. For example, in other curricula, students could be taught 
a brief synopsis of how the scientific view of the solar system 
changed over time. In our course, they learn in detail what scien-
tists initially thought and see each major step that produced the 
modern view of the solar system. 

3 Students avoid many myths. For example, most students 
are taught that the ancients believed the earth was flat. That 

is 100% false. When students learn science in a historical perspec-
tive, they see even the most ancient thinkers believed the earth is 
a sphere. Students learn that more than 2,200 years ago, Eratosthe-
nes actually measured the distance around that sphere to within 
1% of today’s accepted value.

4 Students recall the topics they learn better. In a topical ap-
proach, students learn a subject in detail and never (or rarely) 

revisit it. Over time, students tend to forget what they learned. To 
combat that, some topical courses employ the “spiral” approach 
where students are introduced to a topic and a couple of years 
later, it is repeated in more depth. This helps recall, but it is boring 
to many students. In a historical approach, students revisit topics 
but in the context of a new person and how he refined the old idea. 
This makes it much more interesting, and it still helps students rein-
force the science they learn.
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SHOULD I SYNCHRONIZE MY SCIENCE 
AND HISTORY PROGRAMS?

Berean Builders provides guides if you want to synchronize my 
elementary science courses with your history program at berean-
builders.com/history, but we think that process is a bit difficult 
and not all that beneficial. After all, history progressed at a steady 
pace, but science did not. It started out slowly and then gained a 
lot of momentum as the Christian worldview developed. It gained 
even more momentum as technology developed. 

Science in the Ancient World covers about 2,100 years of history, the 
next book covers only 200 years, and the remaining two books 
cover only 100 years each. The final book should also cover only 
about 100 years. The final book should also cover only about 100 
years. Your history program’s pace isn’t anything like that. We 
think the best thing you can do is cover history and science so that 
my courses are always reviewing what the students have already 
learned from their history program. That way, science will serve as 
a reminder of what was already covered in history.

“This approach helps students un-
derstand how scientific under-
standing continually expands 
as scientists build upon the work 
and discoveries of those who have 
gone before them. … I think this 

approach makes science totally fascinating because 
it unites science and history, providing more context for 
understanding both subjects. … I’m not aware of any 
other science curriculum similar to this. “ 

Cathy Duffy

102 Top Picks for Homeschool Curriculum

PRAISE FOR OUR ELEMENTARY COURSES 

“I really enjoy the different experiments . . . I really appreciate the 
way you explain the lessons to us. Thank you because you always 
remind us that God made the awesome things that we have in 
this world.“

“Run, don’t walk to get yourself copies. They are GOOD! We 
won’t be using anything else from here on in, if we have a choice.“ 

“We really like the experiments, and I’m not an experiment kind 
of gal. It’s the first science that we have gotten done consistently. 
I’m using it with 6th, 4th and 1st graders.“ 

“I just wanted to write and let you know how much my family has 
been enjoying your Science in the Ancient World book. The kids think 
it is great (I think I like it even more) and the science projects have all 
worked out beautifully. No hiccups whatsoever. This has to be the 
best science book I have chosen for the kids and look forward to 
the others in the future. I just wanted to let you know what a quality 
product you have produced and to keep up the great work.“

ELEMENTARY SERIES OVERVIEW

Each course in our hands-on, multilevel elementary science series 
introduces scientific concepts using history as a guide. Because 
each lesson is built around an activity or experiment, it is engaging 
for all K-6 students. In addition, there are three levels of review for 
each lesson, so the parent/teacher can choose the depth at which 
each student is expected to grasp the material. Each course con-
tains roughly 90 hours of instruction, 35 of which are hands-on 
activities. The courses are made up of two books: the textbook 
with the instructional material and the Helps & Hints book with 
everything else the parent/teacher needs to know.



SCIENCE IN THE BEGINNING

The beginning of history is given in the 
Bible’s creation account, and this book uses 
the days of creation as a way of introducing 
a wide range of scientific concepts including 
the nature of light, energy conservation, 
the properties of air and water, introducto-
ry botany, our solar system, basic zoology, 
and some aspects of human anatomy and 
physiology. As the students learn about 
these scientific concepts, they are constant-

ly reminded of the Creator who fashioned the marvels they are 
studying.

Book: $43
Helps & Hints: $6

Set: $49

SCIENCE IN THE ANCIENT WORLD

The second course in our series includes 
the scientific work of natural philosophers 
who lived from about 600 BC to the early 
AD 1500s. It covers a wide range of topics 
including human anatomy, medicine, optics, 
heliocentrism, geocentrism, sound, music, 
magnets, how steam is used to generate 
power, the motion of objects through a 
medium, combustion, levers, pulleys, plant 
growth, plant anatomy, tree ring dating, the 

atmosphere, astronomy, the basics of graphing, plastics, density, 
water flow, friction, and erosion.  

Book: $43
Helps & Hints: $6

Set: $49
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SCIENCE IN THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

The third book in our series includes the 
scientific works of natural philosophers from 
1543 to the end of the 1600s. It discusses as-
tronomy, human anatomy, medicine, botany, 
zoology, heliocentrism, geocentrism, gases, 
pressure, electricity, fossils, microbiology, 
binary numbers, gravity, conservation laws, 
and the laws of motion. Students learn that 
most of the great natural philosophers who 
lived during this time were devout Christians 

studying the world to learn more about God.

Book: $43
Helps & Hints: $6

Set: $49

SCIENCE IN THE AGE OF REASON

The fourth book in our series covers the sci-
entific works of natural philosophers from the 
early 1700s to the early 1800s.  It discusses a 
wide range of topics including astronomy, 
medicine, botany, zoology, chemistry, geolo-
gy, human physiology, electricity, conserva-
tion laws, and weather.  Students learn not 
only the science that was being discovered 
at the time, but also the beliefs of the natural 
philosophers who were discovering it.  As a 

result, students can see how a person’s worldview affects his or her 
scientific conclusions.

Book: $43
Helps & Hints: $6

Set: $49



SCIENCE THROUGH HISTORY
Creation to Marie Curie

Follow science as it unfolds. 
This set includes all five text-

books with their helps & hints  

at a $30 discount.

Price $215

SCIENCE IN THE INDUSTRIAL AGE

The fifth book in our series explores the sci-
entific discoveries made from the early 1800s 
to the early 1900s.  It covers a diverse set of 
topics, including fossils, chemical formulas, 
chemical reactions, colloids, atomic theory, 
electricity and magnetism, brain anatomy, 
digestion, respiration, eye anatomy, cells, 
germ theory, basic genetics, photography, 
the nature of light, basic thermodynamics, 
and astronomy.  Because this time in history 
saw the development of Darwin’s hypothe-

sis, care is taken to discuss what Darwin got right about creation 
and what he got wrong.  The reactions that other scientists of the 
day had to Darwin’s work are also discussed.

Book: $43
Helps & Hints: $6

Set: $49
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SCIENCE IN THE ATOMIC AGE

This laboratory-based, middle school science 
course covers a wide range of topics of interest 
to modern scientists. It starts by describing our 
current understanding of atoms, molecules, 
the chemicals necessary for life, DNA, and cells. 
Topics are all discussed in the context of histo-
ry, explaining how specific scientific advances 
led to the scientific explanations being taught. 
Students thus learn not only the current sci-
entific understanding of these topics, but also 
how scientists reached that understanding.

The course then uses what the student has learned to describe the 
living world at all levels of organization. Students learn how cells 
work together to make tissues, how tissues come together to make 
organs, how organs form organ systems, how organ systems pro-
duce organisms, and how organisms relate to one another in popu-
lations and communities. The student then learns how communities 
interact with the physical environment to form ecosystems, which 
then form biomes. Along the way, students learn fascinating new 
discoveries such as the function of the human appendix, the human 
microbiome, and soft tissue found in dinosaur fossils. Throughout 
the course, God’s design in nature is highlighted, and topics in the 
creation/evolution debate are discussed.

This course is focused on learning through experiments and other 
hands-on activities. While students do not do them every day they 
do science, they will have more days with an experiment or activity 
than days without one. Experiments and activities use household 
items or things sold in supermarkets, drug stores, or hardware stores. 
The course lays out what the student covers each day. Most students 
will need to work an average of about 30-45 minutes every weekday 
to cover the course in a year.

Book: $69
Mp3 Audiobook (on USB): $21  Solutions & Tests:  $10
Recorded class available (p.19) Both books:  $79
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DISCOVERING DESIGN WITH EARTH SCIENCE
Most homeschooled students should be ready 
for this laboratory-based earth science course 
in 8th grade. Privately- and publicly-schooled 
students will be more comfortable with it in 
9th grade. It covers the general properties of 
the earth’s geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmo-
sphere. Students begin by learning about all the 
sections of the geosphere (such as core, mantle, 
crust, etc.) in detail. When studying the earth’s 
crust, they learn about minerals, rocks, and the 

rock cycle. Plate tectonics is then covered, leading to a discussion of 
seismic waves, earthquakes, and volcanoes. Students then learn about 
fossils, the sedimentary rocks in which they are found, and how uni-
formitarianism and catastrophism interpret them.

Students then learn about the hydrosphere, including the properties 
of water such as polarity, hydrogen bonds, and heat capacity. That 
leads to a discussion of the hydrologic cycle and residence time. 
Students then learn about the waves, currents, and tides in the ocean. 
They then study the ice and freshwater reservoirs on the earth. The 
last part of the hydrosphere covered is water in the air. After that 
comes a discussion of the atmosphere, including the composition of 
air, sections of the atmosphere, temperature gradients, and pollutants, 
and later weather. The course ends with two chapters on space, one 
about the solar system and one about the universe as a whole.

The course has roughly 55 hours of laboratory instruction. A kit is 
available with specific minerals, rocks, and fossils for students to do 
detailed experiments on the geosphere. These include mineral tests, 
rock analyses, fossil studies, density investigations, and magnetic 
property explorations. Students also get hands-on experience with 
waves, gases, wind, water purification, cloud formation, the Coriolis 
effect, precipitation, and acid/base interactions.

Lab Kit: $75  Book: $69
Mp3 Audiobook (on USB): $21 Solutions & Tests:  $10
Recorded class available (p.19) Both books:  $79

DISCOVERING DESIGN WITH BIOLOGY 

This laboratory-based high school biolo-
gy course is the first biology course a col-
lege-bound student should take. It gives an 
introduction to how living organisms are 
designed, how they interact with one anoth-
er, and how they interact with their physical 
environment. Students are taught how biolo-
gists classify life, the chemical processes that 
make life possible, the structures of RNA and 
DNA, and the designs of the different cells 

found in living organisms. Students also learn how photosynthesis, 
cellular respiration, and cellular reproduction occur. They then learn 
the current state of biotechnology. Having covered the molecular 
and cellular basis of life, students are given a survey of the different 
kinds of organisms in nature: archaea, bacteria, protists, fungi, inver-
tebrates, vertebrates, and plants. Students then learn the biogeo-
chemical cycles that keep environments hospitable to life, including 
a discussion of ecosystems. Throughout the course, students see 
that life is the result of design and that organisms have been given 
the ability to adapt to their surroundings. In addition, they learn var-
ious problems associated with the modern evolutionary synthesis.

The course consists of 180 hours of instruction, 36 of which in-
volve hands-on experiments. The experiments include extracting 
DNA from fruit, examining the effects of temperature and pH on 
enzymes, exploring osmosis and diffusion, building a pedigree, 
culturing bacteria, growing and examining fungi, and analyzing 
the structure of a feather. In addition, there are several experiments 
that explore the microscopic world, including identifying the stages 
of mitosis, studying live bacteria that were cultured by the student, 
identifying budding in yeast, and analyzing the microscopic struc-
ture of plants and animals. There are also four dissection experi-
ments: the earthworm, crayfish, fish, and frog.

Lab Kit: Check online for options/prices Book: $69
Mp3 Audiobook (on USB): $21 Answer Key & Tests: $10
Recorded class available (p.19)  Both books: $79
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DISCOVERING DESIGN WITH CHEMISTRY 

A college-prep high school course that covers 
fundamental aspects of chemistry such as 
the classification of matter, atomic structure, 
spectroscopy, chemical bonding, molecular 
geometry, physical change, chemical change, 
stoichiometry, solutions, ideal gases, acid/
base chemistry, reduction/oxidation reactions, 
thermochemistry, thermodynamics, kinetics, 
and chemical equilibrium. The course con-
tains 46 experiments, and a lab kit is available.  

Book: $69
Answer Key & Tests: $10

Both books: $79
Lab Kit: $75

Mp3 Audiobook (on USB): $21
Recorded class available (p.19)

“I am confident that this course will prepare my son above 
and beyond the expectation of a chemistry course in reg-
ular school.”

“I just wanted to let you know how much I have enjoyed 
Discovering Design With Chemistry. I am a 10th-grade home-
schooled student, and I really learned so much through this 
book. After taking this course, I know I will definitely take 
Advanced Chemistry in my senior year, and I will seriously 
consider studying chemistry in college as well. I found 
chemistry to be enjoyable and exciting through your 
work! Thank you!

DISCOVERING DESIGN WITH PHYSICS 

This laboratory-based high school physics 
course is the first physics course a col-
lege-bound student should take. It gives 
the student an introduction to the basics, 
such as Newton’s Laws of Motion, New-
ton’s Law of Universal Gravitation, work, 
energy, and power, waves, sound, and 
light,  electrical potential, electric fields, 
circuits, resistance, and current, magne-
tism, and magnetic fields.

The course consists of 180 hours of instruction, 35 of which involve 
hands-on experiments. The experiments include measuring the 
acceleration due to gravity, making a one-dimensional Newton’s 
Cradle, making simple circuits, and making an electromagnet.

Let your student dive into a solid introductory physics course pre-
sented by a university professor in a conversational tone offering 
plenty of practical applications and experiments to perform right at 
home.

And remember, if they get stuck, we’re available to answer ques-
tions and provide feedback throughout the course.

  Book: $69
Mp3 Audiobook (on USB): $21 Answer Key & Tests: $10
Recorded class available (p.19)  Both books: $79
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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DR. 
WILE’S BEREAN BUILDERS TITLES AND HIS  
APOLOGIA TITLES?
Dr. Wile authored Apologia’s older junior high and high school science 
courses. Now that he is the author of Berean Builders’ science courses, 
many people want to know the differences between the older and 
current versions of the courses.

We’ve summarized three main points here for you that detail these dif-
ferences. You can get even more information from Dr. Wile’s personal 
blog posts.

1 The Latest Scientific Information
Science is an ever-changing field being constantly updated with 

new information which meanswhen science changes, textbooks must 
also change. Dr. Wile incorporates new discoveries and data in his 
Berean courses to make them as scientifically accurate as possible. 
While no course is perfect (not even the newest courses), Berean Build-
ers works hard to make its courses as consistent with the currently 
known data as possible. You can rest assured your student is receiving 
the most up-to-date information available.

2 Homeschool Friendly
Science in the homeschool should be user friendly. Even parents 

who are nervous at approaching biology, chemistry, physics, and other 
sciences at home can breathe easier knowing Berean Builders courses 
are designed with homeschoolers in mind. Dr. Wile’s clear explana-
tions help ease confusion and present the material in a conversational 
way, much like a one-to-one lecture. He has been anticipating student 
questions for decades and addresses these common queries in his 
writing.

If your student does get stuck on a particular point, Berean offers 
supplemental videos and a question/answer service that students and 
parents can use whenever needed. This personal attention to edu-
cation makes Berean Builders courses perfect for your homeschool 
science.

Being homeschool friendly was true of Dr. Wile’s older books with 
Apologia but many of these services are no longer offered and most of 
those editions are out of print and no longer available.

3 Budget Friendly
Berean Builders knows homeschooling your students can be 

expensive. That’s why we strive to provide the very best material and 
the lowest price possible. We offer our courses in hardback editions so 
you can continue to use the books with multiple students. The same 
applies to our supplemental videos. We want to help you give your 
student the very best science education that fits in your homeschool 
budget.

Dr. Wile provides personal comparisons of Berean Builders and Apolo-
gia science courses on his blog at the link below: 

blog.drwile.com/category/my-curriculum-vs-apologia/

FREE COURSE CONTENT ONLINE

Find free student worksheets, instructional videos, 
and links to supplemental information on the course 
website for each junior and senior high textbook.

STREAM RECORDED CLASSES 

Get access to a full year of streaming recorded classes for 

• Science in the Atomc Age
• Discovering Design with Earth Science
• Discovering Design with Biology
• Discovering Design with Chemistry
• Discovering Design with Physics
• Apologia’s Exploring Creation with Physics 

Courses are taught by Dr. Wile or Mrs. McKeeman. For full details, 
go to: bereanbuilders.com/ecomm/vod

One Year of Access: $99
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Unfortunately, due to inflationary and supplier pressures,  
prices in this catalog are subject to change without notice. 


